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Review

Enhancement Downloads
Creates fake mouse movements to emulate activity and disable screensaver.
A review by Felix Cheng

1.

Windows PowerShell
A collection of tools that can automate and
configure Windows with a command line shell for
scripting and management of remote connections.

Mouse Jiggler is a small and sometimes helpful tool which will simulate mouse
movement.
2.

The program itself really has no other functions other than faking mouse movement.
This functionality can be useful in certain situations, not least of which is to disable
annoying screensavers which can then prevent one from having to unlock their
system.

3.

4.

5.

that there are very little non-ad-supported or completely free apps out there like it.

Mouse Jiggler 2.0.25 on 32-bit and 64-bit PCs

This download is licensed as freeware for the Windows (32-bit and 64-bit) operating
system on a laptop or desktop PC from desktop enhancement software without
restrictions. Mouse Jiggler 2.0.25 is available to all software users as a free
download for Windows.
EU users: This site uses cookies, bound by
our privacy policy. OK

Rainmeter
Highly customizable desktop customization
software.

Use of this program also does not get in the way of when you're actually using the PC.
Overall, Mouse Jiggler can be helpful in some situations and is somewhat unique in

DesktopOK
Save and restore your desktop icon positions with
DesktopOK.

Mouse Jiggler remains silently in the system tray and can be easily activated and
subsequently deactivated at any time with just a couple of clicks.

Fences
Desktop enhancement utility that can organize
icons, create multiple desktop pages and create
containers for icons.

X-Mouse Button Control
Modify and enhance the functioning of a mouse
on Windows.

Filed under:
Mouse Jiggler Download

Freeware Desktop Enhancement Software

Major release: Mouse Jiggler 2.0

Mouse Pointing Software

We have tested Mouse Jiggler
2.0.25 against malware with
several different programs. We
certify that this program is clean of
viruses, malware and trojans.

Screenshots of Mouse Jiggler (2)
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Similar Software
Mouse Recorder Pro 2
Easy software to record and repeat the movement and activity of the mouse with customization options.

Keep Display On
Prevents Windows from turning off display or starting screensaver.

Mouse Recorder Premium
Record the actions of your mouse and keyword and play them back, allowing for a powerful way to automate
tasks.

TouchMousePointer
Improves touch screen functionality for certain apps on Windows.
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